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I. Introduction

At the conceptual stage, this article was intended to compare and contrast traditional

regulation of oil and gas pipelines on the one hand, with "regulation" by contract among

shippers and a pipeline on the other, focusing particularly on recourse available in the event

ofdisputes. The draft thesis was that parties' needs could be served by the latter without the

expense, distractions, and ill will occasioned periodically by the former.

The issues surrounding the siting of facilities and the traditional approval processes were

not contemplated. It was assumed that government regulation would apply to these issues.

Rather, "regulation" in this context was intended to relate to economic regulation, by which

is meant the charges (tolls, in pipeline parlance) for the service, as well as the fundamental

terms and conditions of service (including access) that impact a shipper's economic well-

being.

Regulation by contract is an oxymoron. To assist in overcoming this intellectual and

etymological curiosity, regulation is here interpreted as a structural framework that provides

rules for putting a deal together and resolving disputes. This model is perhaps more easily

envisioned with a "regulator" present, and conforms comfortably to our notions ofthe public

interest and the protection and enhancement thereof. However, the "constitutional" nature

of the concept — a framework to do business and resolve differences — readily adapts to,

and indeed can be established by, a contractual setting.

Returning then to the original concept, as research and thought progressed it became

apparent that:

(a) proving or disproving the thesis was difficult, inasmuch as access to private

arrangements — that is, pipeline transportation agreements — and the results of

arbitrations or other dispute resolution mechanisms, was problematic at least in a

public way; and

(b) the thesis may well have been moot, because regulators continue to holdjurisdiction

over contracting parties and their arrangements (or potential newcomers to those

arrangements), although suchjurisdiction is often not exercised or even threatened,

or the regulator defers to the positions of the parties.

The second point is important for two reasons. First, as will be demonstrated below, recourse

may always be had to a regulator. Second, that very fact may operate to an unknown degree

as a form of moral suasion informing how shippers and pipelines approach creation oftheir
"constitution" in the first place.
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The topic, in its original context, remains of considerable interest. Hundreds ofgas lines

operate within Alberta moving gas from field to pipeline. They are producer-owned, and

many carry third party gas. While in some cases access was ordered by a regulator, most of

these arrangements (including charges) were entered into through negotiations between the

parties. The same is true for gas processing plants.

Many large new pipeline projects are proposed in both the oil and gas sectors, including

some dealing with incremental oil sands product. Whether advanced in a conventional way

through a regulator, through boardroom negotiations, or both, the issues arc the same.

To this point, output from the oil sands in large part moves by pipeline on the first leg of

its journey pursuant to arrangements entered into between producers and pipelines. These

arrangements, which will be discussed below, take the form ofvery detailed contracts which

look much like pipeline tariffs, augmented to create the tolling and dispute resolution

components ofthe "constitution" referred to above. All operate outside regulatory purview,

although, as will be demonstrated below, recourse to a regulator is available.

Further, the issue of access or priority access is becoming increasingly important for

existing pipelines (Chevron application to the National Energy Board for priority on the

Terasen (TransMountain) system), expansion to existing lines (Terasen (TransMountain)),

and greenfields projects (e.g. Mackenzie Gas Project). Indeed, satisfactory resolution of

access, the terms on which it is granted, and related provisions, may be determinative of

whether a project proceeds.

In this environment, therefore, a study of the legislative framework governing access to

pipelines, dispute resolution (for access, tolls or other disputes), and the major issues

(relating to access, cost responsibility, and other critical factors) to be resolved by parties,

whether through negotiation, or submissions to and decisions by regulators, or both, is

timely. This article will address all three.

This article begins by reviewing the common carrier concepts under both federal and

Alberta law for both oil and gas pipelines, including a discussion ofkey regulatory decisions.

It briefly summarizes both National Energy Board (NEB) and Alberta Energy and Utilities

Board (AEUB) approaches to settlement ofoutstanding issues by negotiation, and deals with

the residual jurisdiction of regulators even where parties have arranged their affairs by

contract.

The last section of this article will touch on the significant business and legal issues

addressed in certain oil sands pipeline agreements that must be resolved for all of the major

pipelines currently being proposed or planned.

II. Common Carrier Obligations

A. Principles of Common Carriage

Common carrier obligations arose originally at common law. Black's Law Dictionary

defines the obligation as:
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A commercial enterprise thai holds itself out to the public as offering to transport freight or passengers for

a fee. • A common carrier is generally required by law to transport freight or passengers or freight, without

refusal, if the approved fare or charge is paid.1

At common law, a common carrier's liability is that ofan insurer, and it must indemnify the

shipper for any damage or loss ofthe goods as long as they remain in its hands.2 In the event

that there is insufficient capacity to carry the desired amounts, it is common for the amounts

carried to be adjusted pro rata. This latter structure is frequently observed in common carrier

pipelines, although as will be seen the/wo rata allocation feature has been eroded.

B. Pipelines as Common Carriers

The principles ofcommon carriage have been applied to pipelines through statute at both

the federal and provincial levels. For parties seeking transportation of oil and gas, a

declaration ofcommon carrier (or enforcement of that statutory obligation) has frequently

been the method of choice for access. The following section discusses the legislation of

Canada and Alberta and the decisions of the relevant regulatory bodies with respect to

pipeline common carrier obligations.

C. Federally Regulated Pipelines

The provision relating to common carriage obligations at the federal level is s. 71 ofthe

National Energy Board Act,3 which reads as follows:

Duty of pipeline company

71. (I) Subject to such exemptions, conditions or regulations as the Board may prescribe, a company

operating a pipeline for the transmission ofoil shal I, according to its powers, without delay and with

due care and diligence, receive, transport and deliver all oil offered for transmission by means of its

pipeline.

Orders for transmission of commodities

(2) The Board may. by order, on such terms and conditions as it may specify in the order, require the

following companies to receive, transport and deliver, according to their powers, a commodity

offered for transmission by means of a pipeline:

(a) a company operating a pipeline for the transmission of gas; and

(b) a company that has been issued a certificate under section 52 authorizing the transmission of

a commodity other than oil.

Black's Imw Dictionary, 8lh ed., s.v. "carrier."

Tri-CHy Drilling Co. v. Velie{ I960), 22 D.L.R. <2d) 341 (Alia. S.C. (T.D.)), affd(1960), 25 D.L.R. (2d)
773 (Alta. S.C. (A.D.)).

R.S.C. 1985. c. N-7. s. 71 [NEB Act].
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Extension of facilities

(3) The Board may, if it considers it necessary or desirable lo do so in the public interest, require a

company operating a pipeline for Ihe transmission of hydrocarbons, or for the transmission of any

other commodity authorized by a certificate issued under section 52, to provide adequate and suitable

facilities for

(a) the receiving, transmission and delivering ofthe hydrocarbons or other commodity offered for

transmission by means of its pipeline,

(b) the storage of the hydrocarbons or other commodity, and

(c) the junction of its pipeline with other facilities for the transmission of the hydrocarbons or

other commodity.

if the Board finds that no undue burden will be placed on the company by requiring the company to

do so.

l. Oil Pipelines

Most common carrier decisions of the NEB have been in relation to oil pipelines.

Section 71(1) provides that every oil pipeline operator has the obligation to "receive,

transport and deliver all oil offered for transmission" through its pipeline. Section 67 of the

NEB Act* prohibits "unjust discrimination in tolls, service or facilities against any person or

locality." Sections 67 and 71 have been interpreted togethcrto mean that an oil pipeline must

offer service under the same terms and conditions to any party wishing to ship oil on that

pipeline/ In a 1984 decision in which GulfCanada Limited applied to ship refined product

with TransMountain Pipeline* (now Terasen), the NEB held that TransMountain was under

aprimafacie duty to ship all oil tendered to it unless it could convince the NEB that for some

reason, such as safety or capacity, it could not.

It should be noted that the opening words to s. 71(1) arc "[sjubject to such exemptions,

conditions or regulations as the Board may prescribe."

The NEB has modified the duty described above by making it into a more relative

obligation. In a 1996 application7 by PanCanadian Petroleum Limited for access to

Interprovincial Pipe Line Inc. (IPL) in order to ship natural gas liquids (NGLs), the NEB

stated that the statutory common carrier obligation was tempered by a test ofreasonableness.8

Ibid.

NEB, Federated Pipelines (Northern Ltd.). Facilities Application. Reasons for Decision OH-3-96,

(April 1997) at 13 [FederatedPipelines).

NEB, In the Matter ofan Application Pursuant to Section 59 ofthe National Energy Board Act ofdilf

Canada Limited, Reasons for Decision RH-4-84 (December 1984) at I.

NEB, PanCanadian Petroleum Limited. Requestfor Service. Reasons for Decision MII-4-96 (February

1997)at II.

Citing the Supreme Court ofCanada in A.L Patchett & Sons Ltd. v. Pacific Great Eastern Railway Co..

[1959] S.C.R. 271.
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It went on to say that the obligation was limited by two factors: first, the company was only

obligated to act in accordance with the powers devolved upon the company by statute law

and by its corporate constitution; and second, the obligations of the oil pipeline owner are

limited by published tariffs. The NEB noted: "However, since the obligations of an oil

pipeline company to receive, transport and deliver oil are statutory obligations, no provision

in the company's tariffs may detract from those obligations which are imposed by the NEB

Act.""

The NEB finished by noting that

the Board's inclination is to look first to the pipeline and the energy industry to create market-responsive

solutions. In this particular instance, the Board has made known its concerns about the lack ofopen access

services in respect ofthe transportation by IPL ofNGL. It believes that the facts disclosed in this proceeding

call for a broader solution to the impediments faced by those who wish to ship NGL. as shippers ofrecord,

than is achieved by the granting ol'PanCanadian's application. The Board therefore encourages IPL and the

NGL industry to cooperate in devising u long term solution which will provide the necessary services of

receipt, transportation and delivery on an economic basis of all NGL offered for transportation by all

potential NGL shippers on IPL.'"

The NEB has also held that contracts that provide secure access for shippers supporting the

pipeline through long-term shipping contracts do not violate the prohibition on unjust

discrimination in s. 67.'' However, at the same time, it emphasized that its statutory powers

are not constrained by contracts between individual parties and that it would act to protect

the public interest in future proceedings. The NEB made a similar finding in an application

by Novagas Clearinghouse Pipelines Ltd. to build an NGL line between Taylor, B.C. and

Boundary Lake, Alberta.12

In Interprovincial Pipe Line Company,1* the NEB granted shippers with firm long-term

contracts unapportioned access to the line on the basis that there were sufficient obligations

imposed upon them under the Facilities Support Agreement. The NEB held that "so long as

a pipeline gives all parties the same opportunity, at the same time, to participate in a project

or avail themselves of a particular service, then that pipeline's common carrier [status] is

maintained."14 This theme was picked up in Express Pipelines Lld.,n and in Trans-Northern

Pipelines Aie." It was made clear in Trans-Northern that granting priority access to certain

shippers who had signed long-term contracts pursuant to the offering of contract capacity

referred to as an open season did not require an exemption from the s. 71 {I) common carrier

obligations.

Supra note 7 at 12.

Ibid, at 14.

Federated PipeLines, supra note 5 at 14.

NEB, Novagas Clearinghouse Pipelines Ltd., Reasons for Decision OH-2-96 (May 1997) at 13-14.

NEB, Inlerprovincial Pipe Line Company, a division ofInlerhome Energy Inc., Reasons for Decision

GHW-S-90and RII-3-90 (February 1991).

Ihid. at 31.

NEB. Express Pipelines Lid. Facilities and Toll Methodology, Reasons for Decision OH-1-95 (June

1996) [Express Pipelines].

NEB, Trans-Northern Pipelines Inc.. l-'acililies. Reasons for Decision OH-1-2003 (July 2003) [Trans-

Northern].
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In Interprovincial Pipe Line Company (Line 9 Reversal),17 the NEB reiterated that the

requirements ofs. 71 are not absolute and that it can grant exemptions from its requirements

if necessary. It further stated that it was ofthe view that many different arrangements (such

as a properly conducted open season) could be made to ensure that an oil pipeline is

complying with s. 71 of the NEB Act.n It examined the opportunity that 1PL had provided

to other shippers to participate in the Line 9 Reversal, and determined that there had been

considerable uncertainty associated with it. In addition, Line 9 was the only direct connection

to bring offshore crude oil to the Ontario market. For these reasons, the NEB ordered that 80

percent ofthe capacity would be reserved for firm shippers, and 20 percent for other shippers

on a common carrier basis.

The NEB has also agreed to allow the termination of a common carrier obligation in

certain instances, such as where the pipeline was a lateral and where the NEB concluded that

it was not economical to operate and there would be no appreciable impact on the broader

public interest."

2. Gas Pipelines

With respect to gas pipelines, s. 71 (2) ofthe NEBAct20 provides that the NEB may require

a company operating a pipeline for the transmission ofgas "to receive, transport and deliver"

gas offered by a person for transmission by means ofa pipeline. In effect, absent an order of

the NEB, a gas pipeline is not a common carrier. However, applications to compel service

with respect to gas have been more unusual than those relating to oil.

In 1996, the NEB considered a request to issue an order to compel the transport ofgas for

Renaissance Energy in respect ofTransCanada PipeLines Ltd.'s(TCPL) 1997/1998 Facilities

Application. Renaissance Energy requested service from Empress, Alberta to Emerson,

Manitoba in order to serve sugar beet customers for part ofthe year and to sell into short term

export markets for the remainder ofthe year. TCPL had refused to include the request on the

basis that it was not satisfied that Renaissance Energy had demonstrated long-term

downstream take-away arrangements and markets, using the usual tests. The NEB indicated

that it was willing to intervene on the basis that the public interest would be served by a

different interpretation ofTCPL's tari ff, although it stressed that this was an exceptional case

and each application would have to be considered on its own merits.21

More recently, BC Gas proposed to build a new pipeline that would compete directly with

the Westcoast Pipeline System (Wcstcoast). It applied for transportation on Westcoast much

further downstream than its previous input and intended to contract for firm service at this

downstream point. The NEB made the decision to grant access on the basis that it was in the

" NEB, Interprovincial Pipe Line Inc.. Facilities and Toll Methodology. Reasons lor Decision OH-2-97

(December 1997) |Linc 9 Reversal).

'" Ibid, at 53.
" NEB, Tram-Northern Pipelines Inc., Suspension of Service. Reasons for Decision MH-.V20U0

(November 2000) at 13.

:" Supra note 3.

21 NEB, TransCanada PipeLines Ltd.. Facilities Application, Reasons lor Decision OH-3-96 (November

1996) at 42-47.
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public interest to allow greater choice to the markets served by Westcoast and that other

concerns could be dealt with through the tolling structure and by the British Columbia

Utilities Commission (BCUC)."

D. Alberta Oil and Gas Pipelines

Sections 48 and 49 of the Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation AcP reads as follows:

Common carrier

48 (1) On application the Board, with the approval of (he Lieutenant Governor in Council, may from

time to time declare each proprietor of a pipeline in any designated part ofAlberta or the proprietor

of any designated pipeline to be a common carrier as and from a date fixed by the order for that

purpose, and on the making ofthc approved declaration the proprietor is a common carrier ofoil, gas

or synthetic crude oil or any 2 or all of them in accordance with the declaration.

(2) No proprietor ofa pipeline who is a common carrier shall directly or indirectly make or cause (o

be made or suffer or allow to be made any discrimination ofany kind as between any ofthc persons

for whom any oil, gas or synthetic crude oil is gathered, transported, handled or delivered by means

of the pipeline.

(3) No common carrier shall discriminate in favour ofthe common carrier's own oil, gas or synthetic

crude oil or oil, gas or synthetic crude oil in which the common carrier is directly or indirectly

interested either in whole or in part.

(4) On application the Board, in order to give effect to a declaration under subsection (I), may direct

(a) the point at which the common carrier shall take delivery of any production to be gathered,

transported, handled or delivered by means ofthc pipeline, or

(b) the proportion ofproduction to be taken by the common carrier from each producer or owner

offering production to be gathered, transported, handled or delivered by means ofthe pipeline.

Relief to common carrier

49 The Board, by order, may relieve any common carrier from the duty of carrying any oil, gas or

synthetic crude oil of inferior or di fferent quality or composition or from any other duties that in its

opinion are unreasonable.

Thus, the AEUB has the express power to make common carrier orders. Such an order

promotes the objective identified by s. 4(d) of the OGCA of giving each owner the

opportunity of obtaining its share ofthe production of oil or gas from any pool. Section 48

of the OGCA provides that the AEUB may, with Cabinet approval, declare a pipeline

proprietor in the province to be a common carrier of oil or gas. As a common carrier, the

22 NEB, BCGas Utility Ltd Access and Tolls, Reasons for Decision RH-2-98 (March 1999) at 12,14-15.
2) R.S.A. 2000, c. O-6 [OGCA].
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pipeline proprietor will be prohibited from discriminating between sources ofsupply and/or

in favour of oil, gas, or synthetic crude oil in which they have an interest.24 Section 49

provides that the AEUB may relieve a common carrier from the duty of carrying a product

of inferior or different quality or from other duties it finds to be unreasonable.

Section 56 of the OGCA allows an applicant to request that the common carrier order be

made effective retroactively to the date ofthe application. The AEUB has discretion on this

point and will consider the applications on a case-by-case basis. Sections 48(4)(a) and (b)

also permit the applicant to request that the AEUB direct the point at which the common

carrier shall take delivery ofthe production, and the proportion ofproduction to be taken by

the common carrier from each producer or owner offering production to be gathered,

transported, handled or delivered by means ofa pipeline. Disputes between common carriers

and suppliers can be referred to the Public Utilities Board, now the AEUB.25

The AEUB has recently issued Directive 065: Resources Applications for Conventional

OilandGas Reservoirs.26 It replaces the previous Guide 65 and explains how the AEUB will

deal with common carrier applications. It notes that the applicant may choose to request that

the AEUB set tariffs at the same time as its common carrier obligation, but that the setting

of tariffs may be deferred to permit further negotiations among the parties.

The following criteria are considered for approval of the common carrier application in

Alberta:

• producible reserves arc available for transportation through an existing pipeline.

• there is a reasonable expectation ol'a market for the substance that is proposed to be transported by the

common carrier operation,

• the applicant could not make reasonable arrangements to use the existing pipeline,

• the proposedcommon carrier operation is either the only economically feasible way or the most practical

way to transport the substance in question or is clearly superior environmentally, and

• where application is being made under Sections 4K(4)(n) and/or (48(4)(b) of the \(K!CA] for the

designation ofa delivery point and/or the proportion of production to be delivered to the pipeline, that

the applicant could not make reasonable arrangements on these matters.'

These criteria have been developed over time in a series of AEUB decisions. Directive 065

states that parties are expected to make "substantial efforts" to negotiate a common carrier

arrangement and file an application with the AEUB only as a last resort. In Signaila

Ibid, s. 4*0).

«>/</.. ss. 55(1). (3).

AEUB, Directive 065: Resources Applicationsfor Conventional OilandGas Reservoirs (30 November

2004) (formerly Guide 65), online: AEUB <www.eub.gov.ab.ca/bbs/documents/dircctivcs/Direclive

O65.pdf> [Directive 065].

lbid,s. 1.3.4 at 34.
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Resources Ltd. ,2K the AEUB stated that "normal commercial arrangements are best resolved

through fair and honest negotiations between the parties," and that "such issues should only

be resolved by regulatory order as a last resort."2* This may be due to the fact that the

pipelines involved are frequently in the nature ofgathering systems and, therefore, issues of

unitization and drainage may be involved.50 The AEUB may also look to the general

objectives of the OGCA. such as the desirability of avoiding unnecessary duplication of

facilities."

The AEUB has also considered the issue ofwhether pipeline rates, tolls, and charges that

are set out in legally binding contracts could be subject to the jurisdiction ofthe AEUB. In

Decision E94047," the AEUB indicated that it preferred to base its decision on the fact that

there were no contracts in existence between the parties. However, it concluded that it did

have jurisdiction to fix just and reasonable rates, tolls, and charges even if the effect would

be to override existing contracts and even ifno application were made expressly to bring the

pipeline under the provisions of the Public Utilities Board Act."

Both Alberta and federal regulators will give a great deal of deference to the ability of

parties to resolve their differences informally, and more significantly, to address access to

pipelines by contract, even where that limits the "public" access that common carriers are

supposed to provide. In particular, the NEB has shown a definite inclination to allow parties

that have provided significant financial backstopping for pipelines to have rights above and

beyond those to which they would normally be entitled under a common carrier regime.

However, this inclination is balanced with a desire to maintain some regulatory oversight,

as discussed in the next section.

III. Residual Jurisdiction of the Regulator

A. Settlements

I. National Energy Board

Negotiated settlements are dealt with in the NEB's Revised Guidelines for Negotiated

Settlements of Traffic. Tolls and Tariffs.** The Guidelines state that the NEB views the

process as an opportunity for interested parties to resolve issues without resorting to a

hearing process. The NEB sets out its expectations as to how the process will unfold. It also

emphasizes the continuingjurisdiction ofthe NEB— for example, that the NEB's discretion

to lake into account any public interest considerations is unfettered, and that it will not accept

Energy Resources Conservation Board, Common Carrier. Sugden Grand Rapids H and Colony

Undefined Pools. Reasons for Decision D92-1 (16 April 1992) \Signalla Resources Ltd.].

Ibid, at 8.

Sec e.g.. AEUU, Cubre Exploration Ltd., Gas Injection/Rateable Take Common Carrier/Common

Processor Kukwa A Cardium A I'ool. Decision D-96-6 (26 September 1996).

Sec also AEUB, I'etro Canada, Common Carrier. Two Creek Field, AEUB Examiner Report E95-15,

(12 December 199S); the Examiner's recommendations were endorsed by the AEUB in AEUB decision

D95-15(2I December 1995).

Re: Peace Pipe Line Ltd. (3 August 1994) [Peace Pipe Line].

R.S.A. 2000, c. P-45 [PUB Act].

(12 June 2002) [Guidelines].
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settlements that contain provisions that are illegal or contrary to the NEB Act,** or that are

otherwise contrary to the public interest (as, presumably, defined by the NEB).

The Guidelines also require that the settlement process produce adequate information on

the public record for the NEB to understand the basis for the agreement, to assess its

reasonableness, and to be able to determine that the resulting tolls arejust and reasonable and

not unjustly discriminatory. Where the settlement is not opposed by any party, the NEB is

normally able to conclude that the resultant tolls are just and reasonable and a public hearing

is not required.

Where all parties do not agree to the settlement, the pipeline company can nonetheless file

an application for approval. The company must provide a submission as to why the

settlement should be accepted by the NEB. The NEB also receives submissions from parties

that do not support the settlement. The NEB then makes the determination to approve the

settlement, refer the matter for hearing, or approve the settlement on an interim basis and

hold a hearing to deal with the issues raised by the dissenting parties.

In all of the scenarios outlined above, the NEB maintains significant control over the

process, and ultimately makes the decision whether to approve the settlement. The power of

the parties to the settlement is limited, particularly where a unanimous agreement cannot be

reached.

2. Alberta Energy and Utilities Board

The AEUB has issued Directive 018: NegotiatedSettlement Rules.™ The AEUB states that

it views the negotiated settlement process as a way to achieve greater regulatory efficiency

and effectiveness, as well as to encourage greater stakeholder participation. It specifies that

the settlement process should take place on a confidential basis. No discussions from the

settlement negotiations may be put before the AEUB in a hearing context without consent

of all the parties to the negotiation.

Parties wishing to initiate a settlement process must notify the AEUB and provide an

outline ofthe pertinent issues to be resolved. AEUB approval is required for the negotiation

to proceed and the AEUB may direct the parties to include or exclude certain issues. A

decision by a party not to participate in the settlement negotiations does not abrogate the

ability of that party to intervene on an application filed with the AEUB.

Thus, the AEUB maintains a significant presence in the process and clearly does not

relinquish control over its process in favour of settlement negotiations. Furthermore, it

maintains the jurisdiction to approve the settlement and will consider whether it is in the

public interest, is reasonable and fair to all parties, is rationally substantiated, and is

supported by a complete and adequate application. Even where a settlement is unanimous or

Supra note 3.

AEUB, Directive 018: NegotiatedSettlement Rules (10 June 2005) (formerly Informational Letter ///./

directives/DirectiveOI 8.pdr>.
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unopposed, the AEUB will still consider a number ofcriteria to ensure that the settlement is

fair and to assess whether it results in rates, terms, and conditions that are just and

reasonable. Having said that, unanimous settlements will generally be approved unless they

are determined to be patently against the public interest or contrary to law.

The AEUB's final jurisdiction over negotiated settlements was affirmed in 2004 by the

Alberta Court of Appeal in ATCO Electric Ltd. v. Alberta (Energy and UlilUies Board)?1

While the decision dealt with regulation under the Electric Utilities Act,3* the Negotiated

Settlement Guidelines were also under consideration. The Court held that "the negotiated

settlement process permits private sector settlement of disputes by regulated utilities; but

subject to compliance with the public interest"" and affirmed the jurisdiction ofthe AEUB

to consider the public interest in approving or dismissing negotiated settlements.

B. Contractual Carriage

Pipeline shippers may also find themselves in a situation where they have privately

contracted for capacity, and find the regulator invoking discretion over the pipeline.

The settlement rules and guidelines above make it clear that the Boards wish to retain their

jurisdiction over the parties even where they are negotiating among themselves. This is

justified because of the Boards' jurisdiction to protect the public interest. In negotiations

between private parties, those parties generally try to maximize their own interests. Larger

public interest concerns are generally not considered.

Furthermore, private contracts may not be enforced when doing so would be counter to

public policy. The general principle is that contracts that are contrary to statute are

unenforceable.4" The reason is that it would be improper for the courts to enforce a contract

that the legislature has said is not permissible. As discussed above, the NEB has specifically

stated that its statutory powers are not constrained by contracts between individual parties.41

The AEUB has made a similar finding.42 Therefore, private parties may find that portions of

their contracts, if not the entire contract, may be set aside when a regulatory board obtains

jurisdiction over the pipeline in question. However, to the extent that the contracts do not

contradict the relevant statutory provisions, it seems more likely that the regulatory boards

will not intervene except in cases where the regulator believes that the public interest is not

being served.

|2O04] A.J. No. 823 (QL). 2004 ABCA 215.

S.A. 1995, c. E-55.

Supra note .17 at para. 4.

Diversified Crops Ltd. v. Pailon Farms Lid. (1976). 67 D.L.R. (3d) 190 (Alta. C.A.).

Supra note 5 at 14.

Supra note 30.
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IV. Common Carrier Obligations Revisited

A. Oil vs. Gas

Until about 20 years ago, the common thinking in regulatory circles was that oil pipelines

and natural gas pipelines were fundamentally different from a regulatory perspective. Oil

pipelines were, and are, considered to be common carriers. Natural gas pipelines, on the other

hand, were considered to be contract carriers and so natural gas pipeline operations would

provide service in accordance with the terms and conditions of contracts. Of significance is

that whereas an oil pipeline, consistent with common carrier concepts, would allocate space

in the event that nominations exceeded capacity, gas pipelines, for those with firm service

contracts, would not allocate space.

B. Federal vs. alberta

The provisions of the NEB Act** provide for the oil versus gas distinction at the federal

level. In Alberta, gas and oil lines are treated in the same fashion. Assuming that a particular

line does not meet the definition of a public utility, absent further order of the AEUB, s. 48

of the OGCA44 applies to both.

As noted above, both the NEB and AEUB have made provision for, and indeed encourage,

settlement of disputes, tolls, terms and conditions of service, etc., by arrangement between

the parties. Both have indicated strong support for market-based, as opposed to regulatory,

solutions.

In the Peace Pipe Line case45 discussed eariler, the AEUB was dealing with an application

to establish rates under what is now s. 110 of the PUB Act"' in circumstances where no

application had been made to declare the pipeline a common carrier under s. SO of the

OGCA, and where the parties had entered into contracts setting rates for pipeline service (the

application had been made by a party which had not entered into a contract with the

pipeline). The AEUB indicated that s. 110 of the PUB Act gives the AEUB jurisdiction to

fix rates, tolls, and charges and that this provision was not limited to pipelines which had

been declared to be common carriers.47

The AEUB extensively reviewed Alberta case law dealing with the power of the AEUB

to override existing contractual provisions when fixing tolls and charges, and concluded,

based on that review, that it had jurisdiction under s. 110 of the PUB Act to fix just and

reasonable rates and tolls even if it could be said that in doing so, it would override the

provisions ofexisting contracts. Having established its jurisdiction, the AEUB then went on

to say that:

" Supra note 3.

44 Supra nole 23.

4* Supra note 32.

■"• Supra note 33.

47 Supra note 32 at 39.
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Price or larifFregulation is generally required where a service or services are provided on a monopoly basis.

It is widely recognized and accepted (hut a purpose of price regulation is to provide a surrogate Tor the

competition that is absent in the monopoly situation. In this case, the i'cacc Pipeline System is not regulated

as to tariffs and has not been during its some 30 years ofexistence.... The Board is not convinced that unique

circumstances exist in this case which wouldjustify initiation ofsetting tolls for services on Peace's system

or part thereof.

It seems neither just nor reasonable that a certain owner, or owners of oil lines whose services arc subject

to significant and active competition should have rates and tolls set by a regulatory board when its

competitors do not.

It docs not appear reasonable lor the Board to implement toll fixing for services on Peace in view of the

competitive climate in which such service is provided in Alberta.

The Board continued:

The Board concludes further that the applicants, who also carry on business in the same competitive industry,

have the same opportunities and business challenges as do other shippers in Alberta who conduct their

business without Board-approved tariffs.

The Board considers that the applicant's dispute with respect to toll-setting methodology can be resolved by

them as would such other disputes between parties in a competitive business environment.

One is left to speculate as to the circumstances in which the AEUB would intervene

(having determined that it has the jurisdiction to do so). Clearly, a compelling public interest

case, which could include criteria similarto that considered by the AEUB on common carrier

access orders — duplication of facilities, fairness, conservation of resources, and so on —

must be made out.

Consistent with its embrace of market solutions, the NEB essentially accepted the

negotiated position ofthe main players as to toll and tariffmatters (in effect, the whole deal)

in its decisions in Alliance Pipeline™ and Express Pipelines." These examples represent the

"in-between" case, where the terms were negotiated by the pipeline and its shippers, and

approval was granted by the NEB after public hearing (and over the objections of others).

C. Myths Exploded (Eroded?)

Subject to the comments above regarding the NEB's settlement guidelines and its salute

to market-based negotiated solutions, the reality is that as a matter of law parties may not

contract out of regulation by the NEB. Thus, for any facility under the NEB Act*2 the NEB

has jurisdiction over tolls and charges, as well as terms and conditions ofservice, including

Ibid at 56.

Ibid at 57.

N lib, Alliance Pipeline Ltd. on Behalfofthe Alliance Pipeline Limited Partnership, Facilities and Tolls

& Tariffs, Reasons for Decision GII-3-97 (November 1998) [Alliance Pipeline].

Supra note 15.

Supra note 3.
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access (and, as has been demonstrated, access is itself subject to a specific provision of the

Act-s. 71).

In Alberta, however, unless a particular facility meets the definition ofa "public utility"

as set out in the PUB Act" (which includes a facility for which a common carrier order has

been made), parties are free to operate outside the purview of the AEUB. Most oil sands

pipelines operate in this way, as do the majority of producer-owned llowlines. However, as

noted above, the AEUB has explicit powers to designate pipelines as common carriers (and

similar powers with respect to processing plants) and the AEUB is not reluctant to exercise

its jurisdiction where relevant criteria are met, particularly with regard to environmental

footprint, duplication of facilities, and drainage. As has been seen from an examination of

the Peace Pipe Line case,54 the AEUB will, in the appropriate case, exercise rates jurisdiction

over an otherwise unregulated pipeline notwithstanding that no application was made for

common carrier status (and thus public utility status).

The last development worth noting relates to long-term contracts. As stated earlier, the

historical development of oil and gas pipelines was somewhat different. One of the aspects

of this difference relates to the status of contracts for service on the line. Customers on gas

pipelines have firm service agreements, entitling them to unallocated (except in the case of

emergency) service for a fixed term, with rights to renew. Customers on oil pipelines such

as Enbridge and Terasen (TransMountain) typically have a contract for service (which may

in fact not be anything different than nominations and payment pursuant to the tariff) for one

month, and deliveries are subject to allocation absent a priority access or priority designation

order by the NEB.

This should not be confused, however, with whether or not long-term contracts are needed

to underpin facilities. In the not too distant past, TransCanada's average contract term was

in excess often years and over the past eight years or so it has fallen to low single digits, and

renewals typically occur on a one-year basis, which themselves have one year (or longer, if

the shipper desires) renewal rights.

What can now be observed is that any request for new facilities for gas or oil pipelines

requiring significant capital investment will likely require long-term commitments by

shippers. This is certainly true for grecnficld projects, but also applies to expansions of

existing systems, oil or gas.

This is not without its ironies — for example, there are no long-term contracts currently

on Terasen (TransMountain) but, anecdotally, it is understood that in discussions related to

expansion ofthat facility, the parties are discussing long-term commitments from shippers,

both new and existing, on all facilities, new and existing.

Further, in the recent Trans-Northern" case discussed earlier, the capital investment was

supported, in part, by long-term commitments from both Ultramar and Petro Canada.

!! Supra note 33.

H Supra note 32.

ss Supra note 16.
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The apparent need for such long-term commitments by shippers, and its implications, are

discussed below.

D. Producers as Pipeline Owners/Developers

While there are cases where producers have been or are the developers and/or owners of

pipeline facilities (for example, Alberta gas fiowlincs and certain oil pipeline facilities),

generally the historical model is that producers produce and sell oil or gas, and other

investors — pipeline operators — invest in pipeline facilities and operate them. This model

has, over time, produced its own set of tensions between pipeline operators and producers

which continue to date.

With regard to major projects in the recent past, and currently moving forward, there is

an emergence ofproducers taking the lead in an ownership position in pipelines. This started

with the Alliance Pipeline and, although the producers ultimately sold their interest to

traditional pipeline companies, it was indicative of a desire by the producer community to

meet their own needs where they felt that the traditional pipeline community was not doing

so.

Currently, the Mackenzie Gas Project has been developed by and is owned by producer

interests and such owners are the anchor shippers, so to speak, in the pipeline proposal. At

least one of the possible solutions to the transport of Alaska gas involves the producers of

that gas.

Several oil sands operators are eyeing ownership of pipeline facilities needed to ship

incremental production. Inherently, this is neither good nor bad. However, a whole new

scries ofissues is introduced concerning competitive considerations, tolls, access, and other

terms and conditions of service, particularly from the perspective of a third party (that is,

non-owner) shipper. In considering some of the major issues touched on below, the nature

of pipeline ownership is going to have an impact on their resolution and must be taken into

account.

E. Oil Pipelines as Common Carriers

The legislative framework in broad regulatory principles concerning oil pipelines as

common carriers have been reviewed above, as have the modifications to an oil pipeline's

common carrier duties made by the NEB. As a result of those modifications, one must

conclude that oil pipelines are conditional common carriers and, in many respects, this is

consistent with the opening words of s. 71(1) ofthe NEB Act,Sb which makes the obligation

subject to exemptions and conditions as ordered by the NEB.

In most of the cases discussed above, where priority access was granted to one or more

shippers, those shippers had made financial or long-term commitments, or both, to the

pipeline, and this factor was critical to the NIZB's determination. What is significant is that

in granting priority access, the NEB was not granting an exemption to the common carrier

Supra note 3.
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obligations, but rather determined that priority access, particularly where supported by long-

term commitments, and where resulting from an open season or similar process available to

all potential shippers, was consistent with the common carrier obligation.

In the Trans-Northern case, the NEB said as follows:

The Board is of the view that establishing the appropriate level ofcapacity which will be available for spot

shippers is a matter ol'jinlgmcnl and involves a balancing of interests. In this instance, the Board is salislled

that Trans-Northern is meeting its common carrier obligations under the NRB Act. and that an order

exempting the Applicant from the provisions of section 71 is not necessary in the circumstances.

This decision is based primarily on two considerations.

Second, as the Board found for the reasons given previously, a satisfactory open season was conducted.

Further, the Board had regard to the fact that Trans-Northern is a refined products pipeline and. while

pipelines are recogni/cd by many as being the preferred means of moving product, given their safe and

economical nature, there arc viable alternatives available.

The Board does not accept Suncor's recommendation that Petro Canada and Ullramar [new priority access

shippers] not be allowed to share in the available unsubscribed capacity unless third parlies do not completely

fill the pipeline. In the Board's view, such a suggestion is not in keeping with the common carrier principle

and would amount to giving priority access to spot shippers.'

Chevron Canada Resources has recently made an application to the NEB for priority

destination status for its refinery in Burnaby, B.C., offthe Terasen (TransMountain) system.

Ofsignificance, unlike most earlier s. 71 proceedings, Chevron's request is not supported by

a long-term commitment to use the pipeline. It is anticipated that the NEB's ultimate

disposition of this application will add to the growing body of regulatory jurisprudence

shaping an oil pipeline's traditional common carrier obligations.

These issues are of particular significance in light of the considerable growth in oil

pipeline capacity needed as a result of substantial increases in oil sands production. Parties

need to know what the ground rules will be concerning access to those new facilities and

whether the traditional common carrier approach will apply or whether, in fact, the effect of

what has occurred over the last ten years or so is the creation of a hybrid pipeline taking

aspects of both traditional oil and gas pipelines.

These issues are even more critical to the second and third generation ofshippers, and the

issues are not restricted to federally regulated oil pipelines. As noted earlier, the existing

pipelines from the oil sands to Edmonton and areas are private contracts between pipeline

operators and shippers. No one has yet moved forward with a common carrier application

Supra note 16 at 14.
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with respect to them. However, given the nature of the substantial investments required
related to incremental oil sands production, shippers will likely require fixed commitments

guaranteeing that all, or substantially all, of their product can be moved to market.

The relief available to the next generation of producers has been outlined above; both

federal and Alberta legislation allow for applications either to get on the line, or to have

additional facilities constructed (in the case of s. 71(3) of the NEB Acl).

V. Contract Carriage Arrangements

A. The Oil Sands Case

As has been previously noted, oil sands product (either upgraded synthetic crude or diluent

blends) move by pipeline from the Fort McMurray area to Edmonton and other like

destinations. Those arrangements are subject to Alberta law but operate beyond the purview

ofthe AEUB. They were created out of intense negotiations between pipeline operators and

oil sands producers.

The contracts are lengthy, complex documents, and resemble typical regulated pipeline

tariffs.

These documents are also confidential, as are the results of various arbitration or other

dispute resolution proceedings between the parties to those contracts.

A typical contract between an oil sand shipper or shippers, and pipeline operator, in effect

mimics the regulatory framework applicable to NEB or AEUB regulated pipelines. The

contract is the "constitution" referred to at the beginning of this article.

What makes all of these contracts different than a pipeline tariff is that the parties have

typically expended significant effort to detail how charges will be determined (in regulated

terms, we would call them tolls). For a regulated pipeline, one would have to examine a

series of regulatory decisions to obtain equivalent information.

If one wandered through a typical oil sands pipeline contract, one would find provisions

dealing with the commitments ofthe parties, issues surrounding decision making and control

(which might involve a shipper's committee), detailed provisions dealing with the operation

of the pipeline, construction and specifications, determination and payment of charges,

accounting procedures, audit and inspection rights, arbitration rights, future development and

capital additions, dispute resolution, force majeiire, liability and indemnity, and a whole

series ofgeneral contractual issues. As noted, they are exceedingly complex, particularly the

provisions relating to the determination ofcharges and, in particular, the calculation ofwhat

amounts to the pipeline's profit.

In a general sense, we will review the issues confronting those now negotiating new oil

sands (and other) contracts below.
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B. The Major Issues

Pipelines typically are viewed as less risky than a host ofother investments in the oil and

gas sector, and thus are typically highly leveraged. As a consequence, there are three parties

— not two — at the negotiating table. While the interests of financiers have always been

important, if not critical, to pipeline development,5" and the interests of third party lenders

have often informed, if not driven, the resulting business provisions, arguably this has never

been more of a factor than it is today.

The emerging issue relates to the relative balance sheet strength of pipeline proponents

and their prospective shippers (the issue is differently cast for the producer/owner proposals

where the financial community is looking directly at the proponents in their producer

capacity). In turn, coupled with the ever increasing cost ofpipeline projects and the resource

development underpinning them, this has led to a resurgent demand for long-term

commitments from shippers to support the projects. Anccdotally, it appears that certain

projects, especially those deriving product from nascent basins, will not move forward

without long-term contractual commitments.

Thus, for oil and gas practitioners, regardless ofwhich ofthe "three" sides ofthe deal they

are on, the following issues will arise for resolution at the boardroom table and/or before the

regulator.

1. Nature oi: the Commitment

In light of the interests of third party lenders described above, and given the uncertain,

expensive and complex nature, to varying degrees, ofthe underlying resource developments

fuelling the current slate of pipeline proposals (Mackenzie Valley, Alaska, Oil Sands), it is

hardly surprising that the nature ofa shipper's commitment lo a pipeline project is front and

centre in negotiations. In some respects pipeline operators (driven at least, in part, by their

prospective equity investors and lenders) are looking to the scope and strength of shipper

commitments, and shipper balance sheets.

Thus, a host of issues touching upon a prospective shipper's financial commitment must

be resolved, including the backstopping ofconstruction costs, ship or pay covenants, reserves

dedication, the fundamental nature of the liability (joint vs. several), and so-called force

majeure provisos. In many respects, this whole series of issues relates to risk and who bears

it.

In this context,force majeure provisions should be seen as the parties' agreement to what

will happen if a series ofevents beyond the control of either party were to occur. In effect,

a force majeure clause is an express term governing circumstances which may, or may not,

otherwise constitute frustration of contract.

See e.g.. William Kilboiim. Pipeline: TramsCamda and the Great Debate, a history ofbusiness ami

politics (Toronto: Clarke Irwin & Company Limited. 1970), particularly c. 10 — a history of how

TransCanada PipeLincs was built (and financed).
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It may be observed anecdotally thatforce majeure provisions are all too liberally cut and

pasted from prior transactions, rather than tailored to the particular pipeline project, and the

nature of the other risk-related provisions. Force majeure provisions are contained in all

pipeline tariffs and in all of the contract carriage arrangements. Many have not been

reviewed or revised for a long period of time.

2. Control Issues

Another hot set of issues concern what may be thought of as control-related. In a

conventional, traditional pipeline setting, shippers have a relatively modest level ofinfluence

over a series ofdecisions. This has changed over the past ten to 15 years with the institution

of shipper task forces and the like. To varying degrees, the oil sands private pipeline

agreements contain provisions dealing with product movement (nominations and allocation),

shippers' committees, and the scope of their authority to influence or change operating

decisions, capital additions, accounting obligations, audit rights, and arbitration ofboth toll

and non-toll related disputes. The greater the shipper's commitment to the project, both in

terms of percentage of product and nature of the commitment (see above), the more likely

a shipper will seek significant control-related responsibilities. Indeed, it may be argued that,

balance sheet issues aside, a desire for greater control where a shipper is the anchor or sole

shipper has led to a shipper's (producer's) desire to own and operate the pipeline.

3. Tolls and Resolution of Disputes

In a regulated context, a pipeline generator's capital decisions are subject to a prudency

test, and all of its expenses must be proven to be reasonable, and taken together, its capital

related charges (interest, return on equity, income taxes, property taxes, and depreciation)

and operating expenses constitute its toll. Under traditional regulatory models, the tolls must

be just and reasonable.

While that term is a bit like art ("I know it when I see it"), guidelines of sorts have been

developed over the years, associated with the reasonableness ofthe underlying expenses and

cost-causation relative to the service provided.

Most of the private pipeline agreements contain extensive provisions detailing how

pipeline charges are to be determined, and provide for various approaches for dealing with

charge-related disputes. Some incorporate directly, or by reference, just and reasonable toll-

making principles. Others merely provide an audit/arbitration right relative to compliance

with the terms ofthe agreement. In theory, these provisions should fit with the control related

issues. For example, if a shipper participated in decisions related to certain expenses or

capital additions, how can it complain ofthe toll consequences?

The point is this: a pipeline agreement (or draft tariff if negotiations precede a filing with

the NEB in the case of a federal pipeline) should reflect the project and its risks and be

internally consistent. For example, dispute resolution should reflect control; equity return

should relate to risk and financial commitment.
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VI. Conclusion

This article has reviewed the legislative framework governing access to oil and gas

pipelines, and has indirectly dealt with the broader legislated jurisdiction of federal and

Alberta regulators over pipelines in their jurisdictions.

In the concluding sections, the major issues thai must be addressed in a pipeline tariff or

agreement have been briefly described. It is clear that either constitution can work.

Arguments can certainly be made (sec for example the pre-filed evidence ofJcffery Church

on behalf of the Mackenzie Explorers Group in the Mackenzie Gas Project case5'1) that,

particularly where the future is characterized by uncertainty, complexity and high cost (and

where pipeline tariffs or agreements must necessarily reflect those), regulation is superior to

private contracts for reasons of cost efficiency, economy of scale, and specialization.

On the other hand, regulation has limitations that have been well documented and

editorialized elsewhere.

Fundamentally, the public interest trumps all. The public interest is explicitly included in

various federal and Alberta regulatory statutes. It also forms part of the decision-making

process ofregulators, even where not explicitly included as a criterion. Given the history of

regulation going back several centuries, applicable to those whose affairs affect the public

interest, and given regulation's ability to withstand the market-driven economic reforms of

laissez-faire (thus regulation promises to go where the invisible hand ofAdam Smith could

not), it is hardly surprising that the public interest remains dominant. It will be viewed by

regulators as being of particular importance where a broader public interest (for example,

development of a new gas basin, exploitation and movement to market of the oil sands) is

in play. In these circumstances, regulators will not hesitate to intervene.

NEB. written evidence of Mackenzie Explorer Group GH-I -2004 (I June 2005).


